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INTRODUCTION

METHODOLOGY

From the result of the faculty quality assessment in 2015,
the quality assessment committees advised the faculty of
technical education to improve the indicator 2.3 that the
teachers and the researchers have to publish more academic
output.

After the faculty searched the experts and gathered the
knowledge, they reviewed the knowledge in the research and/or
academic output publishing then arranged, analysed and
collected the useful knowledge. The collecting processes consist
of 8 steps as follow:

Step 1 : Planning at the beginning of the research

The researchers should plan from the start that which journal they want to publish, so the research should be follow to that journal.

Step 2 : Using the modern topic
The modern topic can be published easier.

Step 3 : Examining the interested journals

The researchers should examine the information of the journal to match the ranking that the users want
and the research topics including the methodology that relate to the users works.

Step 4 : Learning the research article writing

The researchers should learn and follow the article writing format of that journal.

Step 5 : Making the comprehensive outline before going in detail
That makes The researchers writing the article perfectly.

Step 6 : Connecting all topics in the research

The good research article writing can make the article good to read. The researchers should focus on important words or contents,
try to write the results clear and concise, and link all topics together.

Step 7 : Sending to the experts to review

The articles should be sent to the knowledge professional to review first.

Step 8 : Publishing

The researchers have to send the articles before the journals' deadline

CONCLUSION
In 2016, the faculty of technical education had 5 Published
research papers, 3 papers from the department of
Industrial technology and 2 papers from the department of
Technical Education and Teaching profession.

